Bryant Holsenbeck- Wrapping Wild
What you will need to “find” in your home for this exciting challenge of a workshop:
1--Some cloth: actual scraps, stuff from your ragbag, old clothes that are ripped or stained. ALL
SINGLE SOCKS!, old dishrags and napkins, old t-shirts you never wear. Ugly scarves (I know you
have some)
3—scissors, needle nose pliers and safety glasses
4—to be ordered black annealed wire 1 pound of # 18 and 1 pound of #20. This is also called
Low-carbon steel wire
These can be ordered from Mac master Carr the links for the two at Macmaster Carr

are below.
20g wire on mcmaster carr for one pound it
8870K35

The 18g wire on mcmaster carr for one pound is
8870K33

5--Something to wrap with: balls of yarn and string, spools of thread, ribbons, shoelaces, all
sorts or wire..Anything that you could wrap or bind with. Be creative—rubber bands, twist ties,
zip ties—who knows what you might find!
Don’t have anything like that? Really? Are you sure? Anyway—NO WORRIES—we can cut old
t-shirts into long strips. Here is a graphic on how to make a ball of “yarn” out of an old t-shirt:

3--Found objects; broken stuff, found stuff anything. We live in Durham, Home of the Scrap
Exchange—we know what found objects are!
Speaking or the Scrap Exchange—I just found out that they will deliver to your door?
Here is the link: https://scrapexchange.org/the-scrap-exchange-now-offers-home-delivery/
You can get fabric and yarn from them!
For this first class let’s just show up with what you can find at home, if you want to get fancy, I
encourage you to support the Scrap Exchange as we continue!
I want to teach this class because I am curious about what you will find and what I will make out
of it. The class will be small so that we will have time to learn from each others ideas and
discoveries. I have never done anything quite like this before. I hope you will join me in this
adventure. I start smiling just thinking about it. What will happen? Who knows? Let’s find
out!!! The best thing you can bring to this class is wide open expectations—from there we will
surprise each other and ourselves.

